
Rochecolombe Ziplines

Personnal equipment supplied :
Helmet, harness, safety straps.

Group Equipment supplied :
Ropes, medical kit, watertight container.

Bring :
Sports clothes, walking shoes or trainers, straps for your glasses. Tie up long
hair. A snack and a bottle of water (for the return to the car park). You can
easily also take a camera. In this case, remember to bring a small backpack.

Warning :
You must be in good physical condition. Inform your guide if you have any
health problems.

Duration of the activity :
2h45
Difficulty :
Easy

In the only site of its kind in the
Ardèche, you will discover the
magnificient Vendoule dry
canyon. After a 25 minutes
walk, we cross two ziplines (10
and 15 meters) followed by a
short but beautiful walk taking
us to a ledge where we find the
last, and most impressive,
zipline (75 meters long, 30
metres high) which descends to
the foot of the Rochecolombe
waterfall. This activity is
available to anyone aged from 5
(special harness) to 80.

An activity for the whole
family

Walk there  : 35' Walk back : 10'

Latitude
Longitude

DD.XXXXXX DD°MM'SS,SS"

You can discover numerous
walks from Rochecolombe. You
can picnic in the picnic area
provided at the side of the car
park where we meet or at the
foot of the last waterfall (10
minutes by foot). After your
descent, the charming village of
Vogüé is just 10 minutes away
by car.

What to do nearby?

44.519176N
4.437305E

44°31'9,03" N
4°26'14,3" E

Acces
From Aubenas, follow signs to Vogüé (RD4 then RD 579). 2 km after Voguë
Gare, follow signs to Vallon Pont d’Arc and then turn left onto the RD1 towards
Lagorce. After 1.5 km, turn left towards Rochecolombe (RD 401). In the
village, drive past the cemetery and then turn left. Cross the small bridge. The
car park is approximately 200 m further on the right. From Aubenas: approx.
17 km / 20 mins
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